
KLATCH STUDIO
EXTRAS KIT LIST 

KIT INCLUDED IN YOUR HIRE:
Colorama paper backdrops 
Colorama support system
6 inch clamps  

Polyboards x7
Polyboard floor holders x6
Sandbags x5
Hanging sandbags x3

Rolling stool
Trestle tables x5 
4-way extension reel x2
Apple boxes x5 various sizes

Floor fan 
Small space heaters  x2 
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KIT AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST: 

Freestanding acoustic panels (GIK Acoustics) x8  £ 4pd each  /  £ 28pd for all 8

C-stand with knuckle and arm x2    £ 3pd each  

Colorama, per metre damaged / stepped on   £ 10 
New 2.7m colorama roll on request      £ 70 

CAMERA / LIGHTING RENTAL:
Through our kit hire partner Shoot Blue - www.shootblue.tv

When booking with Shoot Blue, let them know you’re filming at Klatch and get 10% off your kit 
hire, as well as free delivery to and from the studio. 

PAPER BACKDROPS IN STOCK:
(please ask us to confirm availability and 
lengths before you book) 

1. Cherry 
2. Sunflower
3. Buttercup 
4. Summer green
5. Riviera 
6. Lupin 
7. Oxford Blue
8. Lilac
9. Peat Brown
10. Marble (calumet) 
11. Arctic White 
12. Mineral Grey
13. Storm Grey
14. Black  



MDF001

MDF, 5 sided
61.5 x 30 x 30cm
£10 pd / £20 pw

KLATCH STUDIO
EXTRAS SET DESIGN & PROPS

Ready-made plinths for hire in the studio or externally: 
PLINTHS / POSING BOXES

Flats for hire in the studio:  

Flats painted /decorated to your specifications   £ POA
Braces, stage weights, scenic canvas (cross-hire on request) £ POA 
Custom built flats         £ POA  

4x8 FLATS

Our in-house team can assist you with set 
design for your shoot - from moodboards 
through to construction and set dressing. 

Get in touch and let us know your 
requirements! Price on application
 

SET DESIGN SERVICE - END TO END

Usually white - please check with us in advance!
Painted to your specifications       £ POA 
Custom size / shape plinths built to your specifications   £ POA 

MDF002

MDF, 5 sided
76.5 x 30 x 30cm
£10 pd / £20 pw

MDF003

MDF, 5 sided 
91.5 x 30 x 30cm
£13 pd / £25 pw

MDF004

MDF, 5 sided
106.5 x 30 x 30cm
£13 pd / £25 pw

FLAT001

Wallpapered 
4x8’ (1.2 x 2.4m)
£20 pd / £30 pw

PLAIN FLATS x7 

Undecorated - see pic 
4x8’ (1.2 x 2.4m)
£15 pd / £25 pw

DOOR FLAT

With frame and door 
4x8’ (1.2 x 2.4m) 
£20 pd / £30 pw

photo
coming soon

photo
coming soon

MDF005

MDF, covered shelf
121.5 x 30 x 30cm
£15 pd / £30 pw



PROPS CATALOGUE p1

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week

BIN001 
Barrel bucket, wood 
and gold metal 

 £2.50  £5.00 

BOOKS001 
Selection of books, 
various colours and 
sizes (each)

 £0.25  £0.50 

BUST001  
Aphrodite (bust only) 
Strong plastic PE

 £5.00  £10.00 

BUST002 
Stone female bust  £4.00  £8.00 

BUST003 
Small blue Beethov-
en bust 

 £2.50  £5.00 

BUST004 
Small bust - Chopin  £2.50  £5.00 

BUST004 
Small bust - Chopin  £2.50  £5.00 

BUST005 
Small bust - Wagner  £2.50  £5.00 

BUST006 
Mannequin head  £2.00  £4.00 

BUST007 
Small phrenology 
head

 £1.00  £2.00 

CANDLE001 
Lemon shaped tea-
light holder 

 £0.75  £1.50 

CANDLE002 
Green tealight holder  £0.25  £0.50 

KLATCH STUDIO
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CANDLE003 
White candlesticks, 
painted distressed, 
glass and metal 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

CANDLE004 
Black candlesticks, 
painted distressed, 
glass and metal 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

CANDLE005 
Gold candlesticks 
(each)

 £1.50  £3.00 

CANDLE006 
Black candlesticks 
(set of 3)

 £0.75  £1.50 

CANDLE007 
Small brass candle-
stick 

 £0.75  £1.50 

CANDLE008 
Large green candle-
stick 

 £1.00  £2.00 

CANDLE009 
Red candles (each)  £0.50  £1.00 

CHAIR001 
Bamboo tall rotating 
chair 

 £7.50  £15.00 

CHAIR002 
Bamboo bucket chair  £6.25  £12.50 

CHAIR003 
Light pink vintage 
dressing chair 

 £4.00  £8.00 

CHAIR004 
Dark pink vintage 
dressing chair 

 £4.00  £8.00 

CHAIR005 
Dark green leather 
chair, wooden legs  

 £7.50  £15.00 

PROPS CATALOGUE p2

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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CHAIR006  
Plain wooden chair 
(each)

 £0.50  £1.00 

CLOCK001  
Dark wood grandfa-
ther clock

 £5.00  £10.00 

CLOCK002 
Delicate gold clock  £4.00  £8.00 

CLOCK003 
White and gold bird 
mantel clock

 £3.50  £7.00 

CLOCK004 
Silver rectangular 
mantel clock 

 £2.50  £5.00 

CLOCK005 
Small gold clock  £1.00  £2.00 

CLOCK006 
Off-white retro alarm 
clock

 £0.75  £1.50 

DINE001 
Colourful plastic 
cups and plates (set)

 £0.25  £0.50 

DINE002 
Silver metal butter 
dish

 £0.75  £1.50 

DINE003 
Blue/green saucepan 
with soft wood-pat-
terned handle 

 £1.00  £2.00 

DINE004 
Blue-white china set, 
5 cups, saucers, side 
plates (set) 

 £2.00  £4.00 

DINE005 
Patterned variety of 
plates (each) 

 £0.20  £0.40 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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CANDLE009 
Red candles (each)  £0.50  £1.00 

CHAIR001 
Bamboo tall rotating 
chair 

 £7.50  £15.00 

CHAIR002 
Bamboo bucket chair  £6.25  £12.50 

CHAIR003 
Light pink vintage 
dressing chair 

 £4.00  £8.00 

CHAIR004 
Dark pink vintage 
dressing chair 

 £4.00  £8.00 

CHAIR005 
Dark green leather 
chair, wooden legs  

 £7.50  £15.00 



DINE006 
Copper kettle with lid 
and handle 

 £1.00  £2.00 

DINE007 
Set of 4 matching 
brass goblets (small)

 £2.00  £4.00 

DINE008 
Set of 4 mismatched 
brass goblets (me-
dium)

 £2.00  £4.00 

DINE009 
Various mismatched 
pewter/silver colour-
ed goblets 

 £2.00  £4.00 

DINE010 
Various small brass 
eggcups

 £2.00  £4.00 

DINE011 
Pair of brass goblets/
mugs with handles 

 £2.00  £4.00 

ELEC001 
Retro green radio  £1.00  £2.00 

ELEC002 
Retro dark green 
toaster

 £1.00  £2.00 

ELEC003  
Large vintage wood-
en box  TV 

 £7.50  £15.00 

ELEC004 
Retro radio (paint-
able)

 £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX001 
Set of small fake 
succulents 

 £0.25  £0.50 

FAUX002  
Fake plant, string of 
beads  

 £0.25  £0.50 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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FAUX003 
Fake pilea plant  £0.50  £1.00 

FAUX004 
Fake monstera / 
cheese plant 

 £1.50  £3.00 

FAUX005 
Fake flowers in paint-
ed pink vase 

 £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX006 
Fake begonia plant  £0.25  £0.50 

FAUX007 
Fake hanging ivy 
plant 

 £0.40  £0.80 

FAUX008 
Fake large succulent 
plant 

 £0.50  £1.00 

FAUX009 
Fake eucalyptus 
plant   £0.50  £1.00 

FAUX010 
Fake peperomia 
plant 

 £0.40  £0.80 

FAUX011 
Fake fern plant  £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX012 
Fake zebra plant  £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX013 
Fake eucalyptus 
table plant 

 £0.75  £1.50 

FAUX014 
Fake orchid plant  £1.00  £2.00 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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ELEC001 
Retro green radio  £1.00  £2.00 

ELEC002 
Retro dark green 
toaster

 £1.00  £2.00 

ELEC003  
Large vintage wood-
en box  TV 

 £7.50  £15.00 

ELEC004 
Retro radio (paint-
able)

 £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX001 
Set of small fake 
succulents 

 £0.25  £0.50 

FAUX002  
Fake plant, string of 
beads  

 £0.25  £0.50 



FAUX015 
Painted fake plants 
(paintable)

 £1.00  £2.00 

FAUX016 
Selection of fake fruit 
(multiple options)

 £3.00  £6.00 

FAUX017 
Fake sheaths of 
wheat

 £2.00  £4.00 

FAUX018 
Fake sunflowers - 
many bunches  

 £0.50  £1.00 

GLOBE001 
Dark wood antique 
globe 

 £7.50  £15.00 

LADD001 
Worn old wooden 
steps (display only)

 £2.50  £5.00 

LAMP001 
Gold table lamp  £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP002 
Cream table lamp  £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP003 
Dark brown wood 
standing floor lamp

 £2.50  £5.00 

LAMP004  
Gold floor lamp with 
green stone details

 £4.50  £9.00 

LAMP005 
Smooth gold floor 
lamp with round 
base

 £2.00  £4.00 

LAMP006 
Gold fluted floor 
lamp with square 
base 

 £2.50  £5.00 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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LAMP007 
Wooden painted floor 
lamp (paintable)

 £1.50  £3.00 

LAMP008 
Modern white ikea 
LED table lamp with 
blue cord 

 £1.00  £2.00 

LAMP009 
Antique gold lan-
tern-style table lamp 
with glass shade 

 £5.00  £10.00 

LAMP010 
Painted tall wooden 
table lamp 

 £1.00  £2.00 

LAMP011  
Wall mounted wood-
en frame uplighter 
lamp with glass 
shade (each)

 £0.50  £1.00 

LAMP012 
Wall mounted gold 
uplighter lamp 

 £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP013  
Light gold table lamp  £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP014 
Brass-look touch 
activated table lamp 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

LAMP015 
Bronze coloured 
modern lamp with 
diamond shape 
shade

 £2.00  £4.00 

LAMP016 
Industrial lamp 
(vintage)

 £4.50  £9.00 

MISC001 
Ghanian handmade 
fan 

 £2.00  £4.00 

MISC002 
Wooden crate  £1.00  £2.00 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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LAMP001 
Gold table lamp  £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP002 
Cream table lamp  £0.75  £1.50 

LAMP003 
Dark brown wood 
standing floor lamp

 £2.50  £5.00 

LAMP004  
Gold floor lamp with 
green stone details

 £4.50  £9.00 

LAMP005 
Smooth gold floor 
lamp with round 
base

 £2.00  £4.00 

LAMP006 
Gold fluted floor 
lamp with square 
base 

 £2.50  £5.00 



MISC003 
Miniature model 
trees 

 £1.00  £2.00 

MISC004 
Garden-themed 
puzzle

 £1.00  £2.00 

MISC005 
Red sand hourglass  £1.00  £2.00 

MISC006 
Plastic cake stand  £0.50  £1.00 

MISC007 
Mounted animal 
skulls with horns 
(each)

 £4.00  £8.00 

MISC008 
Fake/toy weapons 
- may require amour-
er’s supervision 
(each) 

 £1.00  £2.00 

MISC009 
Medical accessories 
(artwork not cleared) 

 £2.00  £4.00 

MISC010 
Vintage doctor’s kit 
(suitcase with draw-
ers) with vintage 
medicines

 £5.00  £10.00 

MISC011 
Large rainbow ham-
mock

 £10.00  £20.00 

MISC012 
Various frames 
(artwork not cleared) 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

MISC012 
Disco ball small 
(with hook) 

 £2.00  £4.00 

OFFICE001 
Wooden office tray  £1.25  £2.50 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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OFFICE002 
Dog shaped jade-
style letter opener 

 £2.00  £4.00 

OFFICE003 
Green leather pen pot  £1.50  £3.00 

OFFICE004  £2.50  £5.00 

OFFICE005  
Metal pen pot (each)   £0.25  £0.50 

OFFICE006 
Selection of office 
stationery 

 £1.25  £2.50 

PHONE001 
Antique style gold 
phone 

 £2.00  £4.00 

PHONE002 
Cream retro phone  £0.75  £1.50 

PHONE003 
Blue / turquoise retro 
rotary phone 

 £2.00  £4.00 

PLINTH001 
Fluted pillar plinth - 
plastic PE

 £5.00  £10.00 

PLINTH002 
Mini MDF plinth for 
table displays (rec-
tangular) 

 £1.50  £3.00 

PLINTH003 
Mini MDF plinth 
for table displays 
(square)

 £1.50  £3.00 

PLINTH004 
Plastic PE rectangu-
lar pillar 

 £5.00  £10.00 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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MISC009 
Medical accessories 
(artwork not cleared) 

 £2.00  £4.00 

MISC010 
Vintage doctor’s kit 
(suitcase with draw-
ers) with vintage 
medicines

 £5.00  £10.00 

MISC011 
Large rainbow ham-
mock

 £10.00  £20.00 

MISC012 
Various frames 
(artwork not cleared) 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

MISC012 
Disco ball small 
(with hook) 

 £2.00  £4.00 

OFFICE001 
Wooden office tray  £1.25  £2.50 



PLINTH005 
Plastic PE short pillar  £5.00  £10.00 

POT001 
Plain white ceramic 
pot 

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT002 
Off-white swan 
shaped pot 

 £3.00  £6.00 

POT003 
Cream urn-shaped 
pot 

 £1.50  £3.00 

POT004 
Off-white / cream 
floral pot 

 £1.25  £2.50 

POT005 
Dark brown wicker 
pot 

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT006 
Blue tinted glass 
miniature bottles / 
pots (each) 

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT007 
Bright blue glass 
miniature greek vase

 £1.00  £2.00 

POT008 
Light pink spray-
painted glass vase

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT009 
Red tinted glass vase  £0.25  £0.50 

POT010 
Pale wicker plant 
pots (each) 

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT011 
White pineapple 
shaped pot with lid 

 £4.00  £8.00 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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POT012 
Green jade vanity box  £2.50  £5.00 

POT013 
Gold ornate box  £0.50  £1.00 

POT014 
Wooden tribal design 
pot with lid 

 £1.00  £2.00 

POT015 
Plain brown box with 
hinged lid 

 £0.75  £1.50 

POT016 
Small colourless 
glass pot 

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT017 
White patterned 
ceramic plant pot 

 £0.75  £1.50 

per         per 
day        week
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POT006 
Blue tinted glass 
miniature bottles / 
pots (each) 

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT007 
Bright blue glass 
miniature greek vase

 £1.00  £2.00 

POT008 
Light pink spray-
painted glass vase

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT009 
Red tinted glass vase  £0.25  £0.50 

POT010 
Pale wicker plant 
pots (each) 

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT011 
White pineapple 
shaped pot with lid 

 £4.00  £8.00 

POT018 
Wicker geometric 
basket / plant pot 

 £1.00  £2.00 

POT019 
Green patterned 
ceramic plant pot 

 £0.75  £1.50 

POT020 
Pink modern fluted 
plant pot 

 £0.75  £1.50 

POT021 
Grey modern fluted 
plant pot 

 £0.75  £1.50 

POT022 
Green metal plant 
pot 

 £0.75  £1.50 

POT023 
Tall white fluted vase  £0.75  £1.50 

per         per 
day        week



POT030 
Red pot (photo slot 
in lid)

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT031 
Handmade unique 
vase (paintable)

 £0.50  £1.00 

POT032 
Plant pot (paintable)  £0.50  £1.00 

POT032 
Plant pot (paintable)  £0.50  £1.00 

SET001 
Brass doorhandles  £0.50  £1.00 

SHADE001 
Green lamp shade  £2.00  £4.00 

POT024 
Colourless bulbous 
glass vase 

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT025 
Colourless blocky 
glass vase 

 £0.40  £0.80 

POT026 
White glass small 
vase 

 £0.25  £0.50 

POT027 
White small plastic 
plant pot 

 £0.15  £0.30 

POT028 
Small dark pink 
spraypainted glass 
vase

 £0.15  £0.30 

POT029 
Gold plant pot  £0.25  £0.50 

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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SHADE002 
Cream lamp shade  £1.25  £2.50 

SHADE003 
String design green 
lampshade 

 £2.50  £5.00 

SHADE004  
Cream table lamp 
shade (each)

 £0.50  £1.00 

SHADE005 
Large dark green ceil-
ing lamp shade 

 £1.25  £2.50 

SHADE006 
Conical ceiling lamp-
shade (paintable)

 £1.00  £2.00 

SHADE007 
Small pink table 
lamp shade 

 £0.50  £1.00 

SHADE008 
Large geometric 
white ceiling lamp-
shade 

 £1.50  £3.00 

SHADE009 
Red vintage style 
ceiling lampshade 
(paintable)

 £1.00  £2.00 

SMALL001 
Large silver bird 
ornament

 £1.50  £3.00 

SMALL002 
Colourless glass fish 
ornament 

 £1.00  £2.00 

SMALL004 
Small gold metal owl 
ornament

 £1.00  £2.00 

SMALL005 
Small perfume pots 
(each)

 £1.00  £2.00 

per         per 
day        week
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SMALL006  
Lifesize wooden eggs 
(each)

 £0.25  £0.50 

SMALL007 
Vintage golden metal 
watering can

 £2.00  £4.00 

SMALL008 
Selection of small 
brass objects 

 £2.50  £5.00 

TABLE001 
Dark wood antique 
side table (some 
marks on surface)

 £2.50  £5.00 

TABLE002 
White side table  £1.00  £2.00 

TABLE003 
Red coffee table with 
small draw (paint-
able)

 £1.00  £2.00 

TEXTILE001 
Red/maroon 
curtains, 2 panels, 
228cm drop 

 £2.00  £4.00 

TEXTILE002 
Selection of Ghana-
ian Kente fabric, 
different patterns 
and lengths 

 £2.00  £4.00 

 WWW.KLATCHSTUDIO.CO.UK
      Studio Manager: becka@klatchstudio.co.uk                                    

per         per 
day        week

per         per 
day        week
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Plus a few more miscellaneous items - let us know 
if you need something specific! 


